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MAKING DREAM KITCHENS FOR YOU
We’ve been developing kitchens for nearly 50 years now. It’s been  

a fantastic journey for us. One of listening and learning, rigorous  

testing, and constantly coming up with new ideas to make people’s  

kitchen dreams come true. Optimal function and feel-good factor  

are at the heart of our kitchens, with quality every bit as important 

to ensuring that your kitchen gives you many years of enjoyment.  

,Q�IDFW��ZH�DUH�VR�FRQøGHQW�RI�WKH�TXDOLW\�RI�RXU�0(72'�NLWFKHQV�� 

we offer you a free 25-Year guarantee to prove it. 

 

A kitchen that lasts, and works for you in everyday life, should  

also be one that makes it possible for you to take any steps you 

ZDQW�WRZDUGV�OLYLQJ�PRUH�VXVWDLQDEO\��7KLV�LV�ZK\�ZH�RIIHU�ZDVWH� 

sorting solutions, taps that help you save water, and appliances  

WKDW�DUH�HQHUJ\�HIøFLHQW��7KHVH�PD\�VHHP�OLNH�VPDOO��SHUVRQDO� 

actions, but the beauty of it is that they all add up. So with these 

design solutions, you’ll be helping to save the planet’s resources 

for everyone, as well as saving money for yourself. 

 

:LWK�,.($�NLWFKHQV��\RX�DOVR�KDYH�WKH�IUHHGRP�WR�GHWHUPLQH�\RXU� 

price tag, because the designs are easy to customise, and you can  

select the level of services you need. Whatever you decide, you  

can rely on us for full support before, during and after purchase. 

 

Creating a better everyday life for as many people as possible is  

WKH�,.($�YLVLRQ��ZLWK�D�IRFXV�RQ�LQFUHDVLQJ�WKH�SOHDVXUH�HYHU\RQH� 

gets from simple, daily activities. So where beauty meets function 

DW�DQ�DIIRUGDEOH�SULFH��\RX∂OO�NQRZ�\RX∂UH�LQ�DQ�,.($�NLWFKHQ�

METOD kitchen system  

Includes a free 25-Year guarantee.

Find out more on page 62
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04 METOD/LERHYTTAN kitchen  

Free 25-Year guarantee included. This is an 

8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes  

kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop,  

sink and tap. This is not inclusive of appliances, 

lighting or handles. To see what’s included  

in the price and full product details, see page 54

£900
For more information and additional optional 

services, see page 60

03 METOD kitchen with LERHYTTAN black stained 

doors, drawer fronts, glass doors, MAXIMERA  

soft-closing drawers, NEW VADHOLMA drawer 

units, wine shelves and open storage This is a  

display kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details 

on pricing and more, ask a co-worker at your IKEA store.

The every day  
miracle

Read about our kitchen guarantees on page 626

02 VADHOLMA  

wine shelves

£60/ea

01 VADHOLMA kitchen  

island with rack

£410

LERHYTTAN

We know you want to enjoy preparing food in your kitchen, every day  

for years to come. With the 25-Year guarantee on our METOD kitchen  

system, you’ll have plenty of time. You’ll also have optimal practicality  

and total gorgeousness. Like this METOD kitchen with LERHYTTAN fronts  

and VADHOLMA island, drawers and open storage. Designed for the pace  

and demands of everyday living, our kitchens can feature all the style and  

functions you want, inside and out. And that’s guaranteed to put a spring  

in your step, every time you walk through that door. How amazing is that?

01 NEW VADHOLMA kitchen  

island with rack £410 Worktop: 

particle board with a top layer of  

solid oak. Combination 143×79, 

H225cm. Black/oak. 592.762.28  

02 NEW VADHOLMA wine 

shelves £60/ea Make the  

contents of the cabinet easy  

to view and access. Different wall 

materials require different types  

of fixing devices. Sold separately,  

use those suitable for the walls 

in your home. Stained clear-

lacquered ash veneer. 40×37, 

H40cm. Brown stained ash. 

903.743.30

04

03
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01 GAMLESJÖN dual-control kitchen mixer tap £95 The high spout makes it easier to wash dishes and large pots.  

H36cm. Brushed black metal. 303.416.77   

02 ENERYDA cup handles £9/2pk ENERYDA cup handles have a traditional style, available in the colours chrome,  

brass and black, making it easier to find a look that suits your home. Powder-coated aluminium. 8.9×2.2cm.  

Hole spacing 64mm. Black. 503.475.17   

03 NEW VADHOLMA wine shelves £60/ea Stained clear-lacquered ash veneer. 40×37, H40cm. Brown stained ash. 

903.743.30   

04 NEW VADHOLMA drawer units £60/ea Smooth-running drawers with stop, self-closing the last centimetres.  

Stained clear-lacquered ash veneer. 40×37, H40cm. Brown stained ash. 503.743.32 

In our test labs we open and close METOD kitchen 

drawers 200,000 times to make sure they can 

face up to everyday kitchen life for at least 25 

years, guaranteed.

01 GAMLESJÖN 
dual-control  
kitchen mixer tap

£95

With VADHOLMA kitchen island 

and rack you get additional storage 

and workspace, and a social focal 

point for everyone to gather round. 

02

04 VADHOLMA drawer units

£60/ea

03
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01 METOD/TORHAMN kitchen

Free 25-Year guarantee included. This is an 

8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes  

kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop,  

sink and tap. This is not inclusive of appliances, 

lighting or handles. To see what’s included in  

the price and full product details, see page 54

£950
For more information and additional optional 

services, see page 60

The ash veneer has different grain  

patterns, depending on how the logs 

are cut and grown, making each  

TORHAMN door unique.

02 METOD kitchen with TORHAMN natural ash doors, drawer fronts, glass doors and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers  

This is a display kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details on pricing and more, ask a co-worker at your IKEA store.

03 KULINARISK wall-mounted extractor hood £500 3 different speeds and booster function. Extraction rate in exhaust mode  

380m³/h. Noise level at max. exhaust speed 59dB (A). Motor power 270W. 89.8×46, H73–89cm. Stainless steel/glass. 403.831.48

Glass doors don't just 

display and protect 

things. They also 

make the kitchen feel 

more spacious, by 

reflecting light.

03 KULINARISK  

wall-mounted  

extractor hood

£500

TORHAMN

When choosing an IKEA  

kitchen, you don’t have to 

compromise on quality, or on 

good looks. Take TORHAMN  

for example. Details in the 

doors give the kitchen an aura 

of craftsmanship, while colour 

variations in the wood create  

a naturally warm welcome. 

01

02
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VOXTORP

Shown here with VOXTORP,  

our METOD kitchen system 

will fit in nicely, whatever the 

shape or size of your kitchen. 

The cabinets come in such a 

range that you can combine 

them to get exactly what you 

want to fit your space, and  

fulfil your kitchen wishlist.

04 METOD/VOXTORP kitchen

Free 25-Year guarantee included. This is an 

8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes kitchen 

cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop, sink and tap. 

This is not inclusive of appliances, lighting or 

handles. To see what’s included in the price  

and full product details, see page 54

£900
For more information and additional optional 

services, see page 60

The perfect fit

METOD cabinets let you 

optimise your space from floor 

to ceiling, while keeping your 

kitchen aligned and sleek. 
01 METOD kitchen with VOXTORP matt  

white doors, drawer fronts, MAXIMERA  

soft-closing drawers and TUTEMO open  

cabinets This is a display kitchen for illustrative 

purposes only. For details on pricing and more, 

ask a co-worker at your IKEA store. 

02 TUTEMO open cabinets £30/ea Can be 

mounted as an end shelf on the side of your wall/

base cabinets or between them, for a practical  

open storage solution. Foil finish. 40×36.6, 

H40cm. Anthracite. 003.498.25 

03 FINSMAKARE wall-mounted extractor  

hood £475 Energy efficiency class A++. 

Extraction rate in exhaust mode 400m³/h. Noise 

level at max. exhaust speed 59dB (A). Motor 

power 270W. 69.8×38.4, H78.2–115.7cm. Black. 

803.923.20  

02 TUTEMO  

open cabinets 

£30/ea

04

01

03 FINSMAKARE  

wall-mounted  

extractor hood

£475



TINGSRYD

Different spaces, stairs and awkward angles require different design solutions. 
The wide range of cabinet sizes and custom-made worktops in our METOD system 
allow you to tailor a kitchen to suit the architecture of your own home. So there’s 
no need to limit your dreams, or your own creativity.

01 METOD/TINGSRYD/TUTEMO storage combination £338 METOD cabinet frames in white melamine foil. TINGSRYD doors 
in melamine foil. TUTEMO open cabinets in ash melamine foil. Styled with BAGGANÄS knobs in stainless steel.

02 METOD/TINGSRYD kitchen Free 25-Year guarantee 
included. This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes 
kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop, sink and tap. This 
is not inclusive of appliances, lighting or handles. To see what’s 
included in the price and full product details, see page 54

£550
For more information or additional services, see page 60

03 METOD kitchen with TINGSRYD wood effect black doors,  

drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers This is a  
display kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details on pricing  
and more, ask a co-worker at your IKEA store.

Tricky features like corners 
or deep window recesses are 
no problem with our METOD 
kitchen system. 

01 METOD/TINGSRYD/TUTEMO  

storage combination 

£338

14

02

03



We can do it for you

You can do everything yourself, 

but you don’t have to. With our 

comprehensive service offer,  

we can assist you with everything 

from measuring and planning  

to complete installation. 

Find out more on page 62  

or online at IKEA.co.uk/Services

17

03 METOD/BODBYN kitchen

Free 25-Year guarantee included.  

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen.  

Price includes kitchen cabinets, drawers, 

doors, worktop, sink and tap. This is not 

inclusive of appliances, lighting or handles. 

To see what’s included in the price and  

full product details, see page 54

£800
For more information or additional optional 

services, see page 60

01 METOD kitchen with BODBYN grey doors, drawer fronts, glass doors, 

MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers, TORNVIKEN open cabinet and boxes  

This is a display kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details on pricing and more,  

ask a co-worker at your local IKEA store. 

02 BODBYN glass doors with crossbars £25/ea To be completed with knobs  

or handles. Painted finish and tempered glass. 40×40cm. Grey. 604.001.61

BODBYN

With METOD kitchen system, even the smallest room 

can handle a lot of needs. In this kitchen with BODBYN 

fronts, one wall is fully utilised with shallow cabinets 

and a matching depth worktop, creating plenty of  

storage, good workspace, and room to manoeuvre.
02 BODBYN glass  

doors with crossbars

£25/ea

In a narrow kitchen you can choose  

a shallow depth cabinet and worktop  

to free up more circulation space. 

03

01
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03 METOD/RINGHULT kitchen

Free 25-Year guarantee included. This is an 

8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes  

kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop,  

sink and tap. This is not inclusive of appliances, 

lighting or handles. To see what’s included in  

the price and full product details, see page 54

£800
For more information or additional optional  

services, see page 60

01 METOD kitchen with RINGHULT high-gloss white 

doors, drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing 

drawers This is a display kitchen for illustrative purposes 

only. For details on pricing and more, ask a co-worker at 

your local IKEA store.

02 KUNGSFORS wall grids £15/ea You can choose to 

mount them directly to the wall or with the help of the 

KUNGSFORS suspension rail. Stainless steel. 56×26.5cm. 

803.349.19 

KITCHEN PLANNING. We don’t want 

you losing sleep over planning your 

dream kitchen. Our specialist team 

and online tools can help you.  

To find out more, see page 60  

or visit IKEA.co.uk/Services

RINGHULT with KUNGSFORS

The secret behind cooking with ease is having ready access to 

the things you need, and plenty of clear worktop. KUNGSFORS 

wall-mounted storage puts top kitchen priorities within easy 

reach, while things not in constant use are neatly stored behind  

glossy RINGHULT fronts. Free your worktop, free your mind.

18

Store and order

02 KUNGSFORS wall grids

£15/ea

KUNGSFORS is inspired by 

restaurant kitchens and its 

flexible parts can be combined  

in various ways to optimise  

your workflow.

03

01



01 KUNGSFORS shelves £20/ea You can choose to mount them directly to the wall or with the help of KUNGSFORS suspension 

rail. Stainless steel. 60×30cm. 503.349.25   

02 KUNGSFORS tablet stand £5 Can be hung on KUNGSFORS rail to free up space on the worktop. Stainless steel. 26×13, 

H12cm. 203.349.17 

03 BEMÖTA wall-mounted extractor hood £450 3 different speeds and booster function. Extraction rate in exhaust mode 

380m³/h. Noise level at max. exhaust speed 60dB (A). Motor power 270W. 69.8×38.1, H80.2-117.2cm. Stainless steel colour. 

103.923.33   

04 KUNGSFORS magnetic knife rack £12 Magnetic knife racks preserve the edges on your knives because they don’t scrape  

together in a drawer. Stainless steel. 56cm. 403.349.21   

05 BEKVÄM kitchen trolley £40 Gives you extra storage in your kitchen. Solid birch. 58×50, H85cm. 302.403.48

03

05

21

04 KUNGSFORS  
magnetic  
knife rack

£12

02 KUNGSFORS  
tablet stand

£5

01

KUNGSFORS shelves let you store lots 

of things, including pot lids racked to 

save space. 
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01 BOTKYRKA wall shelves £20/ea Powder-coated steel  

and polyester. 80×20, H20cm. White. 402.797.31   

02 RISATORP baskets £10/ea Powder-coated steel and  

layer-glued birch veneer. 25×26, H18cm. White. 902.816.18   

03 RISATORP trolley £50 Basket measurements: (25×38,  

H6cm), (40×38, H8cm) and (57×38, H10cm). Powder-coated  

steel and layer-glued birch veneer. 57×39, H86cm. White.  

202.816.31

01 SUNNERSTA rail £1.50 Multi-use, to hold a range  

of items. Powder-coated steel. 60cm. 303.037.22   

02 SUNNERSTA shelves £3/ea Powder-coated steel.  

37×17, H5cm. 603.926.51   

03 VARIERA waste bins £3/ea Rounded corners for  

easy cleaning. Polypropylene plastic. 27×16, H46cm.  

10L. White. 801.822.37   

04 SUNNERSTA trolley £22 Power-coated steel and  

polypropylene plastic. 56×33, H97cm. 703.037.20

Extra storage  
to go with the flow

22

01 KUNGSFORS suspension rail with shelves/magnetic knife 
rack £88 You can switch the shelf positions to suit your storage needs. 

Stained lacquered ash veneer and stainless steel. 64×32, H80cm. 

Stainless steel/ash. 392.543.26   

02 FLYTTA kitchen trolley £100 Lockable castors for stability. 

Stainless steel. 98×57, H86cm. 000.584.87

01 FINTORP series Powder-coated steel. Rail £6 For a longer rail, 

connect two FINTORP rails together using only one bracket. 57cm. 

Black. 502.019.06  Hooks £3/5pk H7cm. Black. 402.019.02   

02 RÅSKOG trolley £50 With an adjustable middle shelf, the trolley 

set-up is easy to adapt to what you want to store on it. Powder-coated 

steel. 35×45, H78cm. Dark blue. 304.017.89 

03 KNODD bin with lid £15 Powder-coated steel. Ø41, H51cm.  

40L. Grey. 903.153.12

01

01 FINTORP rail

£6

02 FLYTTA kitchen trolley

£100

03 VARIERA  
waste bins  

£3/ea

01

02

04

03

02

03

RISATORP trolley is perfect 

for storing vegetables and 

fruits that prefer room 

temperature to the fridge.

Whatever the style or size of your kitchen, our range of accessories can help  

to bump up its functionality and storage potential. With materials and designs  

that fit in perfectly, they can make any kitchen look good, and work even better. 

You’ll find a lot more at your local IKEA store, or online at IKEA.co.uk/Kitchen

01 BOTKYRKA wall shelves

£20/ea

02
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03 METOD/KALLARP kitchen
Free 25-Year guarantee included. This is an 

8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes kitchen 

cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop, sink and tap. 

This is not inclusive of appliances, lighting or 

handles. To see what’s included in the price  

and full product details, see page 54

£700
For more information and additional optional 

services, see page 60

02 ÄLMAREN kitchen  
mixer tap £80

£75

KALLARP
Calm kitchen, calm cook.  

The gleaming, streamlined 

exterior of KALLARP removes all 

trace of potential kitchen chaos.  

Everything is beautifully stored 

and organised behind closed 

doors, thanks to the endless 

storage options made possible 

by our flexible METOD system. 

Turn the page and take a peep 

inside the cupboards. 

01 METOD kitchen with KALLARP high-gloss 
light green doors, drawer fronts, MAXIMERA 
soft-closing drawers and NEW VADHOLMA 
drawer units, wine shelves  This is a display 

kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details 

on pricing and more, ask a co-worker at your  

local IKEA store. 

02 ÄLMAREN kitchen mixer tap £80 £75  

The tall spout makes it easy to wash dishes,  

including large pots. Stainless steel colour.   

H36cm. 903.416.41

01

03



01 MAXIMERA medium drawer £20 Drawer with  

integrated damper that catches the running drawer so  

that it closes slowly, silently and softly. Powder-coated 

steel and melamine foil. 36.4×54.2, H14.4cm. White. 

002.850.36  UTRUSTA medium drawer front £4 

Painted finish. 35.5×14.5cm. White. 602.214.52  

MAXIMERA add-on sides for medium drawer  

£5/2pk The add-on side allows you to stack things  

like tins and baking moulds on top of one another  

without them falling out the side when you open  

the drawer. Mounts between the rails on the side  

of the drawer. Tempered glass. 49×4.7cm. 302.388.59

02 VARIERA/UTRUSTA waste sorting for cabinet £38 The frame keeps the waste bins firmly in position in the cabinet  

and allows you to pull them out when sorting waste, giving you easy access and a good overview. Fits MAXIMERA drawer 

60×45cm. Polypropylene plastic. 60cm. 42L. 890.176.05   

03 NEW VADHOLMA wine shelf £60 Can be mounted directly to the wall. Stained clear-lacquered ash veneer.  

40×37, H40cm. Brown stained ash. 903.743.30 

27

03 VADHOLMA  

wine shelf

£60

01 MAXIMERA/UTRUSTA  

medium drawer with drawer  

front and add-on sides

£29 02 VARIERA/UTRUSTA  

waste sorting for cabinet

£38

Visit your IKEA store or go online at IKEA.co.uk for lots more clever storage solutions.

The VARIERA containers in this waste sorting tray 

make recycling easy, tidy and effective.

With fully extendable 

storage drawers, it’ll be  

as easy as pie to see and 

reach the food inside.
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HÄGGEBY
Even if the kitchen is small, it can still be highly functional. What you need is the 
right combination of cabinets and some clever accessories, as in this kitchen with 
white HÄGGEBY fronts. Use the height of the walls and add kitchen helpers to 
utilise space in the most efficient way.

03 VARIERA shelf insert £3 Makes the contents of the cabinet easy to view and access. Steel. 32×28, H16cm. White. 
601.366.23   
04 TILLREDA portable induction hob £35 Just plug in and turn on. Plug included. 1×2000W induction zone. 30×38.5, H5.4cm. 
White. 403.316.30   
05 GRUNDVATTNET colander £3 The colander’s flat base can be used as a drainer for items like glasses, to free up worktop 
space. Polypropylene plastic and synthetic rubber. 46×16, H9cm. Grey. 903.142.80 

06 METOD/HÄGGEBY kitchen Free 25-Year guarantee 
included. This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes 
kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop, sink and tap.  
This is not inclusive of appliances, lighting or handles.  
To see what’s included in the price and for full product details,  
see page 54

£500
For more information or additional optional services,  
see page 60

03

05

04 TILLREDA  
portable  
induction hob  

£35

The GRUNDVATTNET series 
supports all activities in and 
around the sink, helping you to 
save both water and space.

TILLREDA portable 
induction hob means you 
can just plug it in and get 
going. And it’s easy to 
tidy it away when you’ve 
finished. 

01 METOD kitchen with HÄGGEBY white doors, drawer fronts and FÖRVARA drawer  
This is a display kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details on pricing and more,  
ask a co-worker at your IKEA store. 
02 BEKVÄM stepladder with 3 steps £35 Clear-lacquered stained solid beech. H63cm.  
Black. 902.198.29

02 BEKVÄM stepladder  
with 3 steps

£35

01

06



AND FINALLY... EAT!
Get set for easier mealtimes. Plates at the bottom,  

bowls and other dinnerware above. A cutlery drawer, 

topped off with one for placemats and napkins, and  

you’re good to go. Drawer mats will dampen sound 

and protect the drawers against scratching.

31

01 VARIERA utensil tray £15 Clear-lacquered bamboo.  

32×50, H5.4cm. 302.427.43   

02 VARIERA inserts for spice jars £3/ea ABS plastic  

and synthetic rubber. 10×49, H2cm. White. 001.772.49   

03 IKEA 365+ food containers with rectangular lids  

£2/ea Polypropylene plastic. 21×15, H7cm. 1L. 192.690.79 

04 PASSARP drawer mat £6 Easy to cut to desired size.  

100% polyester. 96×50cm. Grey. 203.159.66

FIRST...
Create easy access for the everyday utensils you 

need constantly to hand. A hard-wearing bamboo 

tray in the top drawer does the job nicely. Bulky pots 

and pans are tidied away in drawers beneath, but all 

readily available the moment you need them.

FOREMOST...
It’s practical to keep dry foodstuffs that you use  

often, closest to your preparation area. In the inner 

drawer at the top, we’ve used spice jar inserts, with 

food containers underneath, sized to fit the drawers 

in an efficient store and display system.

30

Prioritise  
the pecking order 

01

04

To see all our storage drawers 

and interior organisers, pick up  

a copy of the IKEA Kitchens  

buying guide at your IKEA store, 

or find it online at IKEA.co.uk

03

02
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03 METOD/HITTARP kitchen

Free 25-Year guarantee included. This is an 

8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes  

kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop,  

sink and tap. This is not inclusive of appliances, 

lighting or handles. To see what’s included in  

the price and full product details, see page 54

£600
For more information or additional optional  

services, see page 60

02 RANARP pendant lamp

£25

HITTARP

The traditional style of these 

HITTARP door and drawer 

fronts is balanced with a  

modern lighting approach.  

To get efficient work light as 

well as cosy mood light fully 

integrated in your new kitchen, 

plan it in from the beginning.  

At IKEA you’ll find easy to  

install kitchen lighting,  

specially designed for wall  

cabinets and for drawers.

 

01 METOD kitchen with HITTARP off-white 

doors, drawer fronts, glass doors and 

MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers   

This is a display kitchen for illustrative purposes 

only. For details on pricing and more, ask a  

co-worker at your IKEA store.  

02 RANARP pendant lamp £25 Directs light, 

ideal for dining tables or bar tops. Powder-coated 

steel. Ø38cm. IKEA. Model T1641 RANARP.  

This luminaire is compatible with bulbs of energy 

classes A++ to D. Off-white. 203.909.70

See things in  
a favourable light

OMLOPP LED lights behind 

glass doors clearly displays 

contents, and also creates 

attractive mood lighting in 

the kitchen.

01

03



To see more lighting options for your kitchen, visit IKEA.co.uk34

01 OMLOPP LED worktop lighting £15/ea Dimmable. Plastic, steel and aluminium. 40cm. IKEA. Model L1513  

OMLOPP. White. 302.452.18  OMLOPP LED worktop lighting £25/ea Dimmable. Plastic and aluminium. 60cm.  

IKEA. Model L1514 OMLOPP. White. 302.452.23   

02 LED spotlights £10/ea Dimmable. Plastic, steel and aluminium. Ø6.8, H1cm. IKEA. Model L1516 OMLOPP.  

White. 702.451.79   

03 OMLOPP LED lighting strip for drawers £25 The light switches on and off automatically when you open  

or close the drawer so no energy is wasted. Fits in 60cm cabinets. Aluminium and plastic. 56cm. IKEA. Model L1511  

OMLOPP. Aluminium colour. 002.452.29 

These luminaires contain built-in LED lamps of energy classes A++ to A which cannot be changed in the luminaire.

Pulling out a drawer that’s neatly organised and brightly lit is one of life’s simple pleasures, so include 

it when putting together plans for your new kitchen. It’s a small detail that will make a big difference 

when working in the kitchen.

01

01

02 OMLOPP LED  

spotlights

£10/ea

Working in your kitchen is safer, 

easier and more enjoyable with 

good light on your worktop.

03 OMLOPP  

LED lighting  

strip for drawers

£25
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KUNGSBACKA
The striking anthracite finish and bevelled edges of KUNGSBACKA will give your 

kitchen a modern, streamlined style. And this contemporary design is created  

using recycled wood, covered with a surface made from recycled PET bottles.  

It’s just one example of how we are focused on developing sustainability in our  

kitchen products, but without compromising on quality, design or price.

03 BARKABODA worktop £120 Every worktop is unique, with varying grain pattern and natural colour shifts that are part  

of the charm of wood. The worktop has a 3mm top layer of solid walnut over particle board. 186×63.5, H3.8cm. 903.314.68   

04 MATMÄSSIG induction hob £260 1×1400W induction zone, 1×1800W induction zone, 1×1800W induction zone with  

booster 2500W and 1×2200W induction zone with booster 3200W. 59×52cm. Black. 303.688.22

05 METOD/KUNGSBACKA kitchen Free 25-Year guarantee  

included. This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes 

kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop, sink and tap.  

This is not inclusive of appliances, lighting or handles. To see  

what’s included in the price and full product details, see page 54

£700
For more information or additional optional services, see page 60

The conscientious  
kitchen

01 METOD kitchen with 
KUNGSBACKA anthracite 
doors, drawer fronts and 
MAXIMERA soft-closing 
drawers This is a display  

kitchen for illustrative purposes 

only. For details on pricing  

and more, ask a co-worker  

at your IKEA store.   

02 ODGER chairs £70/ea 
Wood/plastic composite.  

45×51, H81cm. Blue. 

003.600.02 

Apart from being fast and precise, 

induction hobs are extremely 

energy efficient. Good news for the 

environment, and your electricity bill.

02 ODGER chairs

£70/ea

Modern production technology enables us to 

create hard-wearing worktops like BARKABODA 

using less wood and reducing our impact on the 

environment.All our taps have an 

aerator that reduces water 

consumption by up to 40% – 

with no loss in pressure.

04

03 BARKABODA 
worktop

£120

01

05



There’s much more to discover
To see all our affordable kitchen  

enhancers, pick up a copy of the 

IKEA kitchens buying guide at the 

IKEA store, or view it online at 

IKEA.co.uk

39

Fill in the details  
below
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02

03

02

03

04

02

04

03

04

02

LYSEKIL wall panels 

are available in various 

expressions and can 

help you set the tone 

you’re looking for.  
Deco strips give your 

kitchen a neat finish, 

and hide away lighting, 

cords and sockets 

beneath wall cabinets. 

Small details totally transform any kitchen, 

new or old. The same choice of design takes 

on an entirely different character, when you 

add in your own selection of knobs, handles 

or wall organisers. It’s all in your details.

01 BAGGANÄS knobs £5/2pk Brass-plated steel.  

Ø2cm. Brass colour. 803.384.08   

02 NYVATTNET kitchen mixer tap £90 The high  

spout makes it easier to wash dishes and large pots.  

Metallised brass. H40cm. Polished brass colour. 503.416.62   

03 LYSEKIL double sided wall panel £35 Can be cut  

to desired size. High-pressure melamine laminate.  

119.6×55cm. Brass colour/stainless steel colour. 203.351.20   

04 EKBACKEN worktop £50 £40 High-pressure melamine  

laminate. 186×63.5cm. 2.8cm thick. White marble effect. 

703.356.22 

05 BAGGANÄS handles £7/2pk Brass-plated steel. 

14.3×3.1cm. Hole spacing 12.8cm. Brass colour. 003.384.07 

01 SKÄRHAMN drop handles £6/2pk Chrome-plated zinc 

and powder-coated zinc. Ø2cm, H6.5cm. Black/chrome-plated. 

103.694.36   

02 FINTORP cutlery stands £5/ea Can be hung on FINTORP 

rail using FINTORP hooks, or kept free-standing on the table 

or windowsill. Powder-coated steel. Ø13, H13cm. White/black. 

002.020.79   

03 NEW INSJÖN kitchen mixer tap with pull-out spout 
£115 Rinsing dishes is easier with the pull-out spout. Chrome-

plated brass. H43cm. 404.280.57   

04 SÄLJAN worktop £40 High-pressure melamine laminate. 

186×63.5cm. 3.8cm thick. Black mineral effect. 702.022.07   

05 SKÄRHAMN handled £8/2pk Chrome-plated zinc and  

powder-coated zinc. 14.8×3.8cm. Hole spacing 12.8cm.  

Black/chrome-plated. 503.487.86

01 BAGGANÄS knobs £5/2pk Stainless steel. Ø2.1cm. 

903.384.22   

02 RIMFORSA rail £8 Can be complemented with RIMFORSA 

hooks to store your kitchenware. The rails can be combined to  

get the length you need. Stainless steel. L80cm. 902.820.76   

03 VIMMERN kitchen mixer tap/handspray £150  

The tap has 2 functions: switch between concentrated stream  

and hand shower by pushing the buttons. Metallised brass. 

H47cm. Stainless steel colour. 403.070.17   

04 SKOGSÅ worktop £150 The worktop has a 3mm top layer  

of solid oak over particle board. 186×63.5cm. 3.8cm thick.  

Oak. 803.829.86   

05 ÖSTERNÄS leather handles £15/2pk Tanned leather/ 

stainless steel. 15.3×2.5cm. Hole spacing 12.8cm. 403.488.95

01 ENERYDA knobs £6/2pk Powder-coated aluminium. 

Ø2.7cm. Black. 803.475.06   

02 LERHYTTAN deco strip with contoured edge £30  

Can be cut to desired length. Stained clear-lacquered ash  

veneer. 221×4.3cm. Black stained. 903.560.91   

03 GAMLESJÖN dual-control kitchen mixer tap £95  

The tall spout makes it easier to wash and fill large pots. 

Metallised brass. H36cm. Brushed black metal. 303.416.77   

04 NEW EKBACKEN worktop £40 High-pressure melamine 

laminate. 186×63.5cm. 2.8cm thick. Light grey concrete  

effect. 303.954.39   

05 ENERYDA cup handles £9/2pk Powder-coated  

aluminium. 8.9×3cm. Hole spacing 6.4cm. Black. 503.475.17

01

05

01

05

01

01

05 ÖSTERNÄS  
leather handles

£15/2pk

05

03 INSJÖN kitchen mixer  
tap with pull-out spout

£115 04 EKBACKEN worktop

£40
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03 METOD/BODBYN kitchen Free 25-Year 

guarantee included. This is an 8-cabinet  

example kitchen. Price includes kitchen  

cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop, sink  

and tap. This is not inclusive of appliances, 

lighting or handles. For what’s included in  

the price and full product details, see page 54

£800
For more information and additional optional 

services, see page 60

01 METOD kitchen with BODBYN off-white  

doors, drawer fronts, glass doors, MAXIMERA  

soft-closing drawers, TORNVIKEN open cabinets,  

boxes and wine shelves This is a display kitchen  

for illustrative purposes only. For details on pricing  

and more, ask a co-worker at your IKEA store. 

02 NEW TORNVIKEN wine shelves £50/ea  

Painted finish. 40×36.6, H40cm. Off-white. 803.589.72

BODBYN

However you see yourself, you’ll find an IKEA kitchen  

to match your own particular personality, and your dreams.  

Rustic and traditional, or edgy and contemporary, we’ve got 

your number. When developing our range of door and drawer 

fronts, worktops, appliances, sinks and taps we make sure  

they go together and can handle modern needs. Just like this 

beautiful kitchen. BODBYN cleverly combines the warmth of  

traditional design with the advantages of today’s technology.  

Is this you?

40

Who do you  
think you are?

02 TORNVIKEN wine shelves

£50/ea

KITCHEN INSTALLATION.  

We can install your new kitchen  

for you, with a 5-Year workmanship  

guarantee. For more details,  

see page 60

01

03
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01 NEW TORNVIKEN open cabinet £60 Makes the contents of the cabinet easy to view and access. Painted finish.  

20×36.6, H80cm. Off-white. 203.589.70   

02 NEW TORNVIKEN boxes £15/ea A flexible box that you can place in an open cabinet and also pull out and take  

to your worktop or dining table. Painted finish. 16×34, H15cm. Off-white. 003.589.71   

03 GLITTRAN kitchen mixer tap £90 Chrome-plated brass. H28cm. 702.226.20   

04 NEW HAVSEN sink with 2 bowls and visible front £205 Fits cabinet frames min. 80cm wide. Ceramic.  

Price includes LILLVIKEN strainer/water trap (packed and displayed separately). 82×48cm. White. 792.502.65

This traditional looking solitaire 

is actually made using METOD 

kitchen cabinets. 

01

Depending on how you combine fronts, glass 

doors, legs, knobs, handles and other details,  

you can create a personal kitchen that perfectly 

suits your style.

03 GLITTRAN  

kitchen mixer tap

£90

02 TORNVIKEN boxes

£15/ea

04 HAVSEN sink with 2  

bowls and visible front

£205



To help guide you with choosing and buying your new kitchen we 

have buying guides to explain all the essential elements. More details 

on page 58

03 METOD/BODBYN kitchen

Free 25-Year guarantee included.  

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen.  

Price includes kitchen cabinets, drawers, 

doors, worktop, sink and tap. This is not 

inclusive of appliances, lighting or handles. 

For what’s included in the price and full 

product details, see page 54

£800
For more information and additional  

optional services, see page 60

BODBYN

We’re all different, and so are our style preferences. 

That’s why we’re offering a wide variety of expressions. 

BODBYN fronts, for example, are available in both white 

and grey to give you more options. And depending on 

what else you furnish with, you can make your kitchen 

look more traditional, more modern or just more you. 

Whatever style you like, you’ll find what you need at 

IKEA. For even more inspiration, visit IKEA.co.uk

Packed with smart functions and always 

with a free 5 year guarantee, our 

appliances are developed to stand up to 

everyday demands for years to come.

02 OMNEJD ceiling-mounted extractor hood

£700
01 METOD kitchen with BODBYN grey doors, drawer fronts and MAXIMERA  

soft-closing drawers This is a display kitchen for illustrative purposes only.  

For details on pricing and more, ask a co-worker at the IKEA store.  

02 OMNEJD ceiling-mounted extractor hood £700 3 different speeds and booster  

function. Extraction rate in exhaust mode 437m³/h. Extraction rate in exhaust mode with 

booster function 813m³/h. Noise level at max. exhaust speed 59dB (A). Motor power 

160W. 90×60, H104–131cm. Stainless steel. 203.889.86

44
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03 METOD kitchen with SÄVEDAL white doors, drawer fronts and FÖRVARA drawers This is a display  
kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details on pricing and more, ask a co-worker at your IKEA store.   
04 RÅSKOG trolley £50 The trolley is easy to adapt to suit what you want to store in it, because the middle  
shelf is adjustable. Powder-coated steel. 35×45, H78cm. Beige. 202.718.92

46

SÄVEDAL
SÄVEDAL is a great example of traditional Scandinavian 
design. And part of the Scandinavian approach is to  
create spaces for everyone to hang out, and help out. 
NORRÅKER sideboard, for example, with child-friendly 
rounded edges, is a perfect place to eat, do homework 
or maybe just keep the cook company till it’s tea-time.

02 METOD/SÄVEDAL kitchen  
Free 25-Year guarantee included.  
This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen.  
Price includes kitchen cabinets, drawers, 
doors, worktop, sink and tap. This is  
not inclusive of appliances, lighting or  
handles. For what’s included in the price 
and full product details, see page 54  

£600
For more information and additional  
optional services, see page 60

01 NORRÅKER sideboard £150 You can store anything from cutlery and napkins  
to laptops and pens in the generous drawer beneath the worktop. Clear-lacquered  
solid birch. 120×50, H85cm. White birch. 102.928.66 

04 RÅSKOG trolley

£50
02

03

01 NORRÅKER  
sideboard 

£150
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04 METOD/VEDDINGE kitchen

Free 25-Year guarantee included. This is an 

8-cabinet example kitchen. Price includes  

kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, worktop,  

sink and tap. This is not inclusive of appliances, 

lighting or handles. For what’s included in 

the price and full product details, see page 54

£550
For more information and additional optional 

services, see page 60

01 METOD kitchen with VEDDINGE white  

doors, drawer fronts and MAXIMERA soft-closing 

drawers This is a display kitchen for illustrative  

purposes only. For details on pricing and more,  

ask a co-worker at your IKEA store.

02 BALANSERAD wall-mounted extractor  

hood £300 Energy efficiency class A+. Extraction rate 

in exhaust mode 453m³/h. Noise level at max. exhaust 

speed 60dB (A). 79.8×45.2, H73.4–126.2cm. 403.923.22

DELIVERY. Can’t take your furniture with you? We can 

bring it to your home or workplace. See page 60

48

03 METOD/VEDDINGE/MAXIMERA base cabinets with 

5 drawers £204/ea The drawers close slowly, quietly and 

softly thanks to the built-in dampers. Price includes frame, 

fronts and internal fittings. To be completed with worktop, 

legs and handles, not included in the price. Melamine foil, 

powder-coated steel and painted finish. 80×60, H88cm. 

White. 991.118.05

METOD drawers 

are great for more 

than just kitchen 

gadgets. You can 

also store work files, 

drawings or large 

documents, too. 

VEDDINGE

If you want your kitchen to blend in within a multifunctional 

area, smooth white VEDDINGE is the ideal choice.  

This fresh design expression creates a calm atmosphere, 

which is as suitable for creative cooking as for clear-thinking 

about work. 

02 BALANSERAD  

wall-mounted  

extractor hood

£300

03 METOD/VEDDINGE/ 

MAXIMERA base  

cabinets with 5 drawers

£204/ea

01

04



02 METOD kitchen with RINGHULT 
high-gloss white doors, drawer 
fronts, JÄRSTA high-gloss black-
blue doors and MAXIMERA soft-
closing drawers This is a display 
kitchen for illustrative purposes only. 
For details on pricing and more,  
ask a co-worker at your IKEA store. 

03 NEW JÄRSTA doors £20/ea 
Covered with high-gloss foil, which 
gives an easy-care finish. 40×40cm. 
High-gloss black-blue. 803.954.94

50

RINGHULT/JÄRSTA
A great advantage with a white design like RINGHULT,  
is that you can co-ordinate it with whatever colour  
you like. By adding one or two bold accent doors like  
JÄRSTA, you can totally personalise your kitchen.

Check out all our game-changing accent doors on  
page 54 

01 METOD/RINGHULT kitchen  
Free 25-Year guarantee included.  
This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen.  
Price includes kitchen cabinets, drawers, 
doors, worktop, sink and tap. This is not 
inclusive of appliances, lighting or handles. 
For what’s included in the price and full 
product details, see page 54

£800
For more information or additional optional 
services, see page 60

Another trick to create a personal touch to your kitchen is to use  
cabinets in different depths. The shallower ones give you extra  
storage, but aren’t in the way when you prepare food on the worktop.

03 JÄRSTA doors

£20/ea

Push openers 
instead of knobs or 
handles enhance the 
streamlined, clean 
look of your kitchen.

01

02
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03 METOD/ASKERSUND/UDDEVALLA 

kitchen Free 25-Year guarantee included. 

This is an 8-cabinet example kitchen. Price 

includes kitchen cabinets, drawers, doors, 

worktop, sink and tap. This is not inclusive 

of appliances, lighting or handles. For what’s 

included in the price and full product details, 

see page 54

£550
For more information or additional optional 

services, see page 60

01 METOD kitchen with ASKERSUND light ash effect 

doors, drawer fronts, UDDEVALLA doors with  

blackboard surface, MAXIMERA soft-closing  

drawers and TUTEMO open cabinets This is a  

display kitchen for illustrative purposes only. For details 

on pricing and more, ask a co-worker at your IKEA store.

02 UDDEVALLA doors with blackboard surfaces  

£29/ea To be completed with knobs or handles.  

Foil finish. 59.7×59.7cm. Anthracite. 903.456.77 

ASKERSUND/UDDEVALLA

Put the fun into functionality in your kitchen. UDDEVALLA blackboard accent 

doors and cover panels invite the whole family to have a good time. They’re  

ideal for shopping lists or jobs-to-do lists, messages, and mini artists at work.  

Maybe just tell someone you love them. And UDDEVALLA accent doors look  

super stylish combined with ASKERSUND fronts in blonde ash effect.

See more accent doors on page 5452

02 UDDEVALLA  

doors with  

blackboard  

surfaces

£29/ea

Enjoy having the kids around while 

you cook. UDDEVALLA blackboard 

accent doors encourage creative play 

till tea’s ready. 

01

03



ASKERSUND light ash effect £550
8-cabinet example kitchen. Melamine foil. 

See this design in context on page 52. 

JUTIS glass door is a good match for  

this design. 

BODBYN grey £800 8-cabinet example 

kitchen. Painted finish. See this design in 

context on page 16. BODBYN glass door 

is a good match for this design.  

BODBYN off-white £800 8-cabinet  

example kitchen. Painted finish. See this 

design in context on page 40. BODBYN 
glass door is a good match for this design.

HÄGGEBY white £500 8-cabinet example 

kitchen. Melamine foil. See this design in 

context on page 28. JUTIS glass door is  

a good match for this design.

HITTARP off-white £600 8-cabinet  

example kitchen. Painted finish. See this 

design in context on page 40. HITTARP 
glass door is a good match for this design.

EKESTAD oak £800 8-cabinet example 

kitchen. Clear-lacquered oak veneer/solid 

oak. EKESTAD glass door is a good match 

for this design.

GREVSTA stainless steel add on door 
front Stainless steel and melamine foil. 

JUTIS glass door is a good match for this 

design. 

KALLARP high-gloss light green £700
8-cabinet example kitchen. High-gloss  

foil finish. See this design in context on 

page 24. JUTIS glass door is a good 

match for this design.

The choice is yours
At IKEA we have door and drawer fronts in a wide range of 

styles and finishes, so you’re sure to find one that suits your 
taste and your budget. Use the table below to see what each 

design would cost in the example kitchen shown here.

What’s included in the price?
The floor plan price shown in the brochure is based on this 8-cabinet example 
kitchen. The 8-cabinet kitchen includes the following items: 1 METOD base 

cabinet 60cm, 2 METOD sink/oven cabinets 60cm, 3 METOD wall cabinets 
60×80cm, 1 METOD wall cabinet 60×60cm, 1 LILLTRASK worktop 246cm,  
1 LAGAN tap, 1 LILLVIKEN water trap, 1 FYNDIG single bowl sink, 2 plinths, 
4 drawer fronts, 6 doors, shelves 4/2pk, 4 drawers, legs 2/4pk, hinges 5/2pk 
and fixings. Your choice of appliances, handles and lighting sold separately. 
All kitchens except KNOXHULT kitchen also include soft-closing door dampers.

Kitchen door and drawer  

fronts have a 25-Year guarantee. 
Find out more on page 62

25
Year

Guarantee

FREE

Pick up and delivery
Selected doors and fronts may be available  

for you to pick up today from your IKEA store.

Check online at IKEA.co.uk or in store for  

availability.

Direct delivery doors and fronts need to be 

ordered and will be delivered to your home.  

Ask about delivery prices at your IKEA store.
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KALLARP high-gloss grey-turquoise 
£700 8-cabinet example kitchen.  

High-gloss foil finish. JUTIS glass door  

is a good match for this design.

NEW KUNGSBACKA matt white £700
8-cabinet example kitchen. Recycled  
PET-plastic foil finish. JUTIS glass door  

is a good match for this design. 

KUNGSBACKA anthracite £700
8-cabinet example kitchen. Recycled  
PET-plastic foil finish. See this design in 

context on page 36. JUTIS glass door  

is a good match for this design.  

LERHYTTAN black stained £900 
8-cabinet example kitchen. Stained  

clear-lacquered solid ash/ash veneer. 

See this design in context on page 6. 

LERHYTTAN glass door is a good  

match for this design.

9. KALLARP high-gloss light green £700

10. KUNGSBACKA anthracite £700

11. NEW KUNGSBACKA matt white £700

12. LERHYTTAN black stained £900

13. MÄRSTA white £950

14. RINGHULT high-gloss light grey £800

15. RINGHULT high-gloss white £800

16. SÄVEDAL white £600

1. ASKERSUND light ash effect £550

2. BODBYN grey £800

3. BODBYN off-white £800

4. EKESTAD oak  £800

5. GREVSTA stainless steel

6. HITTARP off-white £600

7. HÄGGEBY white £500

8. KALLARP high-gloss grey-turquoise £700

17. TINGSRYD wood effect black £550

18. TORHAMN natural ash £950

19. VEDDINGE white or grey £550

20. VOXTORP high-gloss light beige £950

21. VOXTORP high-gloss white £950

22. VOXTORP walnut effect £900

23. VOXTORP matt white £900
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ACCENT DOORS
Accent doors will personalise your new 

kitchen or freshen up an existing one. 

They’re available in several different sizes 

and let you create big, bright blocks of 

colour or just add a splash here and there. 

It’s up to you.

13: 14: 15:
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RINGHULT high-gloss white £800 

8-cabinet example kitchen. High-gloss  

foil finish. See this design in context on 

page 18 and 50. JUTIS glass door is  

a good match for this design. 

TORHAMN natural ash £950 8-cabinet 

example kitchen. Clear-lacquered ash  

veneer/solid ash. See this design in  

context on page 10. TORHAMN glass 

door is a good match for this design.

VEDDINGE white £550 8-cabinet  

example kitchen. Painted finish.  

Also available in grey. See this design  

in context on page 48. JUTIS glass  

door is a good match for this design.

VOXTORP walnut effect £900 
8-cabinet example kitchen. Foil finish. 

JUTIS glass door is a good match for  

this design. 

SÄVEDAL white £600 8-cabinet example  

kitchen. Foil finish. See this design in  

context on page 46. SÄVEDAL glass  

door is a good match for this design. 

VOXTORP matt white £900 8-cabinet 

example kitchen. Foil finish. See this  

design in context on page 12. JUTIS 

glass door is a good match for this design.

22: 23:

TINGSRYD wood effect black £550 
8-cabinet example kitchen. Melamine foil. 

See this design in context on page 14.

JUTIS glass door is a good match for this 

design.

VOXTORP high-gloss light beige  
£950 8-cabinet example kitchen.  

High-gloss foil finish. JUTIS glass  

door is a good match for this design.

RINGHULT high-gloss light grey £800 
8-cabinet example kitchen. High-gloss foil 

finish. JUTIS glass door is a good match 

for this design.

VOXTORP high-gloss white £950
8-cabinet example kitchen. High-gloss  

foil finish. JUTIS glass door is a good 

match for this design.

MÄRSTA white £950 8-cabinet example 

kitchen. Foil finish. Includes a kit consisting  

of click-in handles in 4 different colours. 

JUTIS glass door is a good match for this 

design.

HERRESTAD white £49 
40×80cm. Foil finish.      

JUTIS glass door £28 

40×80cm. Aluminium and 

frosted tempered glass.

JUTIS glass door £28 

40×80cm. Black powder-

coated aluminium and 

smoked tempered glass.

UDDEVALLA anthracite 
with blackboard surface 
£22 40×80cm. Foil finish. 

NEW JÄRSTA high-
gloss black-blue £30 
40×80cm. Foil finish.

5756



Easy steps to an IKEA
®

 kitchen
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Shop at IKEA
®

With an IKEA kitchen, you have  

the freedom to determine your 

own price tag. Choose the 

products you like that suit your 

budget, and then decide how 

much help you need, if any. 

There are the different services 

that we offer to help and support  

you. Just ask a co-worker at 

your IKEA store or visit us  

online at IKEA.co.uk

KITCHEN PLANNING
Our team of kitchen specialists can help 
plan your new kitchen using our online 
planning tools for free in store. Just go 
to IKEA.co.uk to see a list of available 

appointments.

Can’t make it in store? Just arrange 
a Skype, email or telephone planning 
session with one of our kitchen 
specialists for £20. And if you need a 
little more time, we can arrange an at 
home 2-hour session with one of our 
specialists for just £40

PICKING WITH DELIVERY
With our Picking with Delivery service,  

all you have to do is place an order for 

what you want to purchase. We’ll handle 

the rest. Price £35 or £45 dependent on 

your postcode. Ask in store for details. 

DELIVERY
We’ll deliver to the room of your choice, 

on a day that suits you best. Price £25  

or £35 dependent on your postcode.

MEASURING
Want to be sure that the plans for your     
kitchen are as accurate as possible? 
We’ll check for you: from placement of 
windows and doors, to power sockets 
and radiators for just £20  For more 
information, just ask a co-worker in 
store.

FINANCE
Sometimes your big dreams might  
need a little extra credit. If you need 
some help spreading the cost, just  
ask a co-worker about our finance 
options when you’re in store, or visit 
IKEA.co.uk/services for more details.  
 
IKEA Limited acts as a credit broker, not 
a lender, and only offers credit products 
from Ikano Bank AB (publ). Availability 
is subject to status to UK residents 
aged 18 or over. Terms and conditions 
apply. A £10 down payment is required. 
Further details available from IKEA 
Customer Support, Kingston Park, 
Fletton, Peterborough, PE2 9ET. 

For more information about  

shopping at IKEA, visit IKEA.co.uk

MANY WAYS TO SHOP
Whether you’re planning on redoing your  

entire kitchen or just searching for those 

small decorative details, you’ll find 

plenty of ideas online, in store and on 

our apps. It’s all there waiting for you.

IKEA PLACE APP

Need some help picturing that sofa in 

your living room, before you commit to 

purchasing it? This augmented reality 

app is for you. Just select the piece of 

furniture, hold your screen up to the part 

of the room where you might place it,  

and hey presto, it’s right there in front 

of you.  

Download the app at Google Play  

or App store.

BUY IT ONLINE
Shopping at IKEA.co.uk couldn’t be 

easier. You’ll find an incredible variety 

of products, not to mention some of  

the best home furnishing tips and  

inspiration around. Shop on the go  

or without ever having to leave your 

comfy sofa. Either way, we’ll have your 

order delivered to your home within  

just a few days. The choice is yours.

OR BUY IT IN THE STORE
Try out a chair or bed, or test our kitchen 

drawers. Any products you want to 

know more about, the store is the best 

place to get up close and personal with 

them. With our very knowledgeable 

staff to help answer questions, you’ll be 

fully equipped to take all your buying 

decisions. Since most of our items are 

flat-packed, you’ll be able to take them 

home with you the same day, or we can 

arrange a delivery for you.

YOU CAN CONTACT US 

IN DIFFERENT WAYS

IN STORE

You can always find knowledgeable  

staff in our stores, ready with help  

whenever you need it.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTRE

Opening hours

Monday-Friday  7am-10pm

Saturday  7am-9pm

Sunday   7am-8pm

Call us on 020 3645 0000**

For more help, visit IKEA.co.uk/contact 

where you can find answers to some 

of the most frequently asked questions,  

or you can get in touch with us via chat  

or social media.

*Standard national tariff applies (often 

free if national rate numbers are part of 

your phone provider package).

You can do it yourself, 

but you don’t have to

KITCHEN INSTALLATION
Our comprehensive installation service saves you time, especially on trickier jobs. Thanks to the free 5-year workmanship  

guarantee, you can be confident that everything will meet the highest standards. To get a pricing breakdown and quote,  

just ask a kitchens co-worker in store. 

What are the main benefits of the IKEA Kitchen Installation Service? You will receive a free Pre Installation Visit (PIV) 

to check your plan will fit in the space provided, a dedicated in-store team for the duration of your installation and workmanship 

guarantee period, a free 5-year workmanship guarantee, and an installation team experienced in the fitting of IKEA kitchens.

When do I pay for the Kitchen and Installation? Following your Pre Installation Visit (PIV) you will receive an updated 

kitchen and installation quotation detailing the particulars agreed with the Installation Service Provider. IKEA will then contact you 

to discuss payment options.

When will I receive an installation date? Once payment has been made the In-store Services Team will liaise with the  

Installation Service Provider and subsequently make the necessary arrangements with you. 

Will my delivery and installation be done on the same day? IKEA will deliver your complete kitchen. Following delivery 

installation will normally take place within 7 days, all goods must be on site before the installation can commence. When supple-

mentary works are required this schedule will vary. 

Supplementary Works IKEA refer to the installation of kitchen products as the ‘dry fit’. In addition to this you may require a cer-

tain amount of supplementary work to enable the kitchen to be installed. This may include updating electrical works or gas works 

in accordance with current legislation. The Installation Service Provider will discuss this with you at the Pre Installation Visit.  

Payment of supplementary works Any supplementary works agreed between you and your Installation Service Provider will 

form a separate contract between you and them. Supplementary work is not included in the dry fit installation estimate provided 

by IKEA. Payments for these supplementary works are to be paid directly to the Installation Service Provider.

Full description of the price breakdowns and installation pricing, will be given at the quotation stage in store.  

Services
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When your kitchen comes from IKEA it comes with the certain  
knowledge that it’s designed and built to last. Our worktops are  
made to stand up to the rough and tumble of everyday life in  
your home. Day in, day out, year after year. In fact, we’re so  
confident of the quality of our products that we offer generous  
guarantees on our kitchens, worktops, appliances and taps,  
all absolutely free. So you can set your mind at rest on that. 

What’s in a name? 
Free peace of mind

METOD KITCHEN 

SYSTEM

What products are covered 

under this guarantee? 

This guarantee applies to domestic kitchen use 
only. This guarantee covers all of the following 
parts of the METOD kitchen system: • Cabinet 
frames • Fronts • Wall rail • UTRUSTA hinges • 
MAXIMERA fully-extending drawers • UTRUSTA 
shelves of tempered glass and melamine • Plinths 
• Legs • UTRUSTA door dampers • UTRUSTA push 
opener for doors • Cover panels • Deco strips/
mouldings • Worktops • Sinks except FYNDIG.

Products not covered under this guarantee

• Knobs, handles • ERSÄTTARE sliding hinge for 
semi-integrated dishwasher • BEHJÄLPLIG sliding 
hinge fully integrated dishwasher.

FÖRVARA drawers • UTRUSTA wire baskets  
•TUTEMO, TORNVIKEN and VADHOLMA have  
a 10-year guarantee. 

KNOXHULT and SUNNERSTA kitchens

KNOXHULT and SUNNERSTA kitchens have  
a 2-Year guarantee. 

APPLIANCES

What is covered under this 

guarantee?

The guarantee covers faults of the appliance, 
which have been caused by faulty construction  
or materials faults from the date of purchase  
from IKEA. This guarantee applies to domestic 
use only. The exceptions are specified under  
the headling “What is not covered under this 
guarantee?” Within the guarantee period, the 
costs to remedy the fault, e.g. repairs, parts,  
labour and travel, will be covered, provided that 
the appliance is accessible for repair without  
special expenditure. On these conditions the  
EU guidelines (Nr. 99/44/EG) and the respective 
local regulations are applicable. Replaced parts 
become the property of IKEA. 

How long is the guarantee valid?  

This guarantee is valid for five (5) years from  
the original date of purchase of the IKEA  
appliance from IKEA. TILLREDA and LAGAN  
appliances have a 2-Year guarantee valid from  
the original date of purchase. If service work 
is carried out during the guarantee period,  
this will not extend the guarantee period for  
the appliance, or the new parts. 

Which appliances are covered under this 

guarantee? The 5-Year guarantee is valid for all 
IKEA appliances, except for TILLREDA and LAGAN  
appliances, which have a 2-Year guarantee. 

Who will execute the service? The IKEA 
service provider will provide the service through 
its own service operations or authorised service 
partner network. 

What is not covered under this guarantee?

Normal wear and tear • Deliberate or negligent 
damage, damage caused by failure to observe 
operating instructions, incorrect installation  
or by connection to the wrong voltage, damage 
caused by chemical or electro-chemical reaction, 
rust, corrosion or water damage including but  
not limited to damage caused by excessive lime 
in the water supply, damage caused by abnormal 
environmental conditions • Consumable parts  
including batteries and lamps • Non-functional 
and decorative parts which do not affect normal 
use of the appliance, including any scratches and 
possible colour differences • Accidental damage 
caused by foreign objects or substances and 
cleaning or unblocking of filters, drainage  
systems or soap drawers • Damage to the  
following parts: ceramic glass, accessories,  
crockery and cutlery baskets, feed and drainage 
pipes, seals, lamps and lamp covers, screens, 
knobs, casings and parts of casings. Unless such 
damage can be proved to be due to production 
faults • Cases where no fault could be found  
during a technician’s visit • Repairs not carried  
out by our appointed service providers and/or  
an authorised service contractual partner or 
where non-original parts have been used  
• Repairs caused by installation which is faulty  
or not according to specification • The use of  
the appliance in a non-domestic environment,  
i.e. professional use • Transportation damages.  
If a customer transports the product to their 
home or other address, IKEA is not liable for  
any damage that may occur during transport. 
However, in the case of IKEA delivery of the  
product to the customer’s delivery address,  
then eventual damages to the product that  
occurs during this delivery will be covered by  
IKEA (but not under this guarantee). For claims 
under this last particular condition, the customer 
should contact IKEA Customer Service online  
at www.IKEA.co.uk • Cost for carrying out  
the initial installation of the IKEA appliance.  
These restrictions do not apply to fault-free work 
carried out by a qualified specialist using our 
original parts in order to adapt the appliance to 
the technical safety specifications of another EU 
country.

KITCHEN 

MIXER TAPS

What is covered under 

this guarantee?  

 

 

The 10 year guarantee is valid for all kitchen 
mixer taps at IKEA. This guarantee covers defects 
in material and workmanship. This guarantee 
pplies to domestic use only. 

What is not covered under this guarantee? 

This guarantee does not apply if the products 
have been used in a corrosive environment.
 

GENERAL INFORMATION

Conditions for the guarantees The guarantees 
are valid from the date of purchase at IKEA.  
The original purchase receipt is required as proof 
of purchase.

Exclusions The guarantees do not apply to  
products that have been stored or assembled  
incorrectly, used inappropriately, abused,  
misused, altered, or cleaned with wrong  
cleaning methods or wrong cleaning products. 
The guarantees do not cover normal wear and 
tear, cuts or scratches, or damage caused by  
impacts or accidents. The guarantees do not  
apply if products have been placed outdoors  
or in a humid environment or if the products  
have been used for non-domestic purposes  
(unless otherwise stated). The guarantees do  
not cover consequential or incidental damages.

Care instructions To be able to rely on this  
guarantee you need to follow the specific care  
instructions for every product. You will find all 
care instructions in the IKEA stores and on the 
IKEA website: IKEA.co.uk

General legal rights Our guarantees give you 
specific legal rights. It does not in any way affect 
the rights given to you by law. Items excluded 
from the IKEA free extended guarantees will still 
be covered by the rights given to you by law.  
You can obtain information about your legal  
rights from your local Trading Standards  
offices or Citizens Advice Bureaux.

How to reach us if you need service:

Contact your local IKEA store. You can find  
the address and phone number at IKEA.co.uk  
Save your sales receipt as proof of purchase. 
Proof of purchase is required for the guarantees 
to be valid. To find out more pick up the guarantee 
booklets in your local store.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?

IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s 
covered under this guarantee. IKEA will then,  
at its choice, either repair the defective product  
or replace it with the same or a comparable  
product. In these cases, IKEA will be responsible 
for the costs of repairs, spare parts, labour  
and travel for repair staff that IKEA incurs, 
provided that the product is accessible for repair 
without IKEA incurring additional expenditure to 
gain access. This will not apply in cases where 
repair work has not been authorised by IKEA.  
Any defective parts removed in the course of 
repair works will become the property of IKEA. 
If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will 
provide an appropriate replacement. IKEA will 
decide at its discretion, what will constitute an 
appropriate replacement. 
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SUNNERSTA

Let’s hear it for small kitchen design that really works. 

Not everyone wants or can afford an elaborate kitchen, 

and some just like to keep life simple. SUNNERSTA 

mini-kitchen was created to fit the smallest of spaces. 

It’s efficient, easy to buy and transport home, and easy 

to install. If you move home, you can take it with you.  

To learn more about SUNNERSTA, go to IKEA.co.uk

The TILLREDA portable 

induction hob is ideal for 

small kitchens or as an 

extra heating zone for 

larger kitchens. When 

you’re not using it, you 

can store it away, giving 

you extra workspace.

Good at making 
small talk

01 SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen £143 LILLVIKEN water trap/strainer and LAGAN tap are  

included in the price, but packaged separately. Stainless steel and powder-coated steel.

112×56, H139cm. 791.396.88

02 SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen £99 The shelf is reversible, so you can choose whether  

you want it to the right or left. To be completed with LILLVIKEN water trap/strainer packaged  

and priced separately. 903.020.79   

03 SUNNERSTA trolley £22 Gives you extra storage in your kitchen. Powder-coated  

steel and polypropylene plastic. 56×33, H97cm. 703.037.20   

04 SUNNERSTA container 50p Plastic. 12×11, H13cm. 503.037.35   

05 SUNNERSTA hooks 50p/5pk Plastic. 403.037.26   

06 NEW SUNNERSTA shelf £3 Powder-coated steel. 37×17, H5cm. 603.926.51   

07 SUNNERSTA rail £1.50 Powder-coated steel. L60cm. 303.037.22   

08 TILLREDA portable induction hob £35 You can quickly start cooking because the hob  

simply plugs in. Plug included. 1×2000W induction zone. 30×38.5, H5.4cm. 403.316.30   

09 TILLREDA fridge A+ £70 Energy efficiency class A+. Energy consumption 105kwh/year.  

Net volume fridge 45L. Climate class N/ST. Noise level:42dB (A). 47.2×45, H49.2cm. White. 903.316.75

01 SUNNERSTA mini-kitchen

£143

09

08 TILLREDA portable  

induction hob 

£35

02

07

03

06

04

05



KNOXHULT

With affordable KNOXHULT kitchen units and LAGAN  

appliances you can easily afford a complete kitchen, 

with all the key functions. Choose a sink and tap,  

plus knobs and handles of your liking, and dinner can  

be underway in next to no time.

For all additional parts and finishes, visit IKEA.co.uk  

or find the separate buying guide at the store.  

Everything you 
need at the low 
price you want

01 KNOXHULT wall cabinet with door £30 Melamine foil. 60×31, H60cm. 

White. 103.267.91   

02 KNOXHULT wall cabinet with doors £45 Melamine foil. 120×31, H75cm. 

White. 903.267.92   

03 KNOXHULT base cabinet with doors and drawer £117 Worktop included. 

Melamine foil. 180×61, H90cm. White. 703.267.88

KNOXHULT is available in these colours: 
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01 02 03

White Grey High-gloss 

white

Wood effect 

grey

KNOXHULT kitchen

£260
Free 2-Year guarantee included. 

Included in the price: 2 wall cabinets 

with doors, 1 base cabinet with 

doors/drawer/worktop, FYNDIG sink, 

LILLVIKEN waste trap/strainer,  

LAGAN tap and GUBBARP knobs.  

Price excludes appliances.



For opening hours and directions to your nearest IKEA store, visit IKEA.co.uk
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KNOXHULT range 

Wall cabinet with doors 

£45 Melamine foil. 120×31, 
H75cm. White. 903.267.92  
Base cabinet with doors 

and drawer £117 Worktop 
included. 180×61, H90cm. 
White. 703.267.88

KNOXHULT
See more of KNOXHULT on page 65

This IKEA Kitchens brochure is printed 
on FSC® certified paper to ensure more 

responsible origins of the wood.

KNOXHULT kitchen

£243
Included in the price: 1 wall cabinet  
with doors, 1 base cabinet with  
doors/drawer, FYNDIG sink,  
LILLVIKEN waste trap/strainer,  
LAGAN tap and BAGGANÄS handles/ 
knobs. This price excludes appliances.
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